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RECARORECARO

We look after the safety and protection of children. Furthermore,  
we want our products to help families to be mobile without  
limitations and travel stress-free in everyday situations. To this 
end, we focus on the highest safety and quality in addition to  
well thought-out innovation. 

Safety, quality and design – for every family. 
Every family is different. But when it comes to safety, 
everyone agrees: only the best is good enough.  
And this is precisely how we see things, too. Whatever 
your personal everyday challenges look like: we at 
RECARO combine intelligent functions and pioneering 
technologies in an authentic product that promotes  
well-being. Our child seats are comfortable and safe. 
Every product slots perfectly into your life. For stress-
free “we” moments – Better Together.

Everything is better together.
The first ultrasound picture of your little treasure: with 
that, a totally new era begins. A wonderful time, because 
now you are a family. RECARO products are here so 
that, right from the very beginning, you can enjoy every 
moment together relaxed and stress-free. Whether the 
first visit to the doctor, daily shopping trips into the city, 
or your first holiday together: our high-quality travel 
companions combine quality, functionality and design on 
all your journeys. Because everything is a little simpler 
together. Because together, everything works. Because 
family means being together.

Why we understand what parents want.
Behind every single RECARO child seat is 110 years of 
experience. Our skills in engineering have continuously 
developed during this time. Today, each of our products 
is packed with pioneering technology and unique  
functionality. We combine knowledge gleaned from 
the development and production of high-quality racing 
and aircraft seats to create the perfect child seat. Aside 
from this, our designers are also mums, dads, aunts and 
uncles. For this reason, we work every day to ensure  
the safety and well-being of the little ones in your family.  
We want to support you. Will you come with us on a 
unique journey?

Does life get any better than exploring the world together? Because everything is: 
Better Together. For this reason, the high-quality protectors by RECARO combine 
safety, ergonomics and function with unique design. For worry-free moments and 
stress-free mobility. This way, you can thoroughly enjoy care-free moments together. 
For the most precious times. For lots of “we”. For moments that last for ever – just 
like the first ever photo.

Because today is the best day – 
and tomorrow, too.
Our child seats are unique combinations of the highest 
level of safety, simplest handling, ergonomic use for 
parents and long-lasting quality. And all that in the most 
modern designs. As a premium manufacturer, RECARO 
provides reliable support for your family – for big journeys, 
but also for little all-day adventures. So that every day is 
the best day of your family life together.

CREATING MOMENTS

Today is our favorite day. And tomorrow, too. 
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Tested, prize-winning – judged to be very good.
By combining safety, ergonomics and function with  
appealing designs, we are setting new standards for  
the transport of infants, babies and small children. This  
is corroborated by numerous awards and successful  
consumer tests.

We do everything to ensure  
the safety of your child.
How do you gain trust? By always doing more than 
others expect. We equip our child seats and strollers 
with significantly more safety features than required 
by safety standards. Our engineers and designers 
wouldn‘t have it any other way: the pioneering spirit 
is embedded deep in RECARO‘s company philosophy. 
We don‘t just want to be among the best. We want  
to be the best. So that parents trust us. On every road. 
On every journey.

Why safety standards alone are insufficient.
Our safety technologies go above and beyond protection in 
the case of an emergency. When carrying your infant carrier, 
when placing your child into the child seat and throughout 
the entire journey itself – we design your everyday family 
routine simply and safely. Adaptive functions, foolproof  
handling, intuitive seating – these aspects combined lead  
to the best results. In this way, we guarantee parents the 
highest level of safety. We incorporate the results from 
renowned testing institutes into our development process: 
ADAC, Stiftung Warentest (German consumer and goods 
testing organisation) and, last but not least, the biggest  
specialists in this area – families.

i-Size
Rear-facing transport, optimised side collision protection 
and the intuitive ISOFIX installation offer little travellers  
maximum safety in the rear seat. In the event of a frontal  
collision, the energy is dispersed across the entire body, 
whereby the sensitive head and neck area stay protected. 
i-Size or UN R129 were developed with the help of the 
newest testing methods concerning child safety inside 
cars and describe the most up-to-date standards with 
the highest demands on safety.

The new EU safety directive stipulates all children must travel in a rear-facing direction until the age of  
15 months. Our safety experts recommend transport facing away from the direction of travel up to the  
age of 4 years, where possible.

When it comes to safety there are no compromises. To this end, ensuring that your 
children are safe and come to no harm is our first priority. Our solutions regularly 
exceed the legal standards and impress renowned testing institutes and parents 
around the globe. The combination of reliable safety technology and outstanding 
product quality keep families at ease during all journeys. And the little ones? They 
sit comfortably and safely and are able to drift off into sweet dreams.

RECARORECARO

What happens during a crash test?
During a frontal crash test with a child seat, a crash  
test sled travelling at around 70 km / h is brought to an 
abrupt stop in a matter of milliseconds. This produces  
an enormous amount of energy: some 40 times as high 
as the gravity on earth. Our infant carriers and child seats  
are equipped for this emergency. Our infant carriers and 
child seats aim to organise your everyday routine as a 
family in a worry-free and relaxed way – safety included.

Protection from side collisions
The side collision protection in our child seats consists 
of detachable, collapsible or integrated systems. In this 
way, the child seat can be optimally and quickly adjusted 
for each journey. Through our Advanced Side Protection 
systems, we guarantee protection far beyond the legal 
requirements. Forces generated in the event of a collision 
are absorbed and intercepted by the child seat. For even 
more everyday crash performance.

HERO safety system
Our HERO safety system stops the harness from 
slipping and twisting. The harness and shoulder pads 
are brought into the correct position, together with the 
headrest. The patented technology likewise ensures 
that, in the event of a crash, all forces are diverted. For 
maximum child safety.

CREATING SAFETY
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We at RECARO are parents ourselves and want to offer you 
the best and safest solutions. This is why we go far beyond the  
necessary safety standards every day. 

Safety and quality that you can feel.
Our collections bring together the highest levels of quality 
and security, in addition to the aspiration of our teams  
to be better and safer than the day before, every day. For 
this reason, every child seat is put through a multi-level 
series of testing. Our engineers and designers invest lots 
of time in development, right up to the production stage. 
Because one thing is clear: the combination of passion 
and knowledge leads to the best result. Our focus is 
naturally geared towards emergencies. Nevertheless, 
durability also plays a central role for us as a premium 
manufacturer. To ensure that you can thoroughly enjoy 
your downtime together. Together with your RECARO 
child seat – Better Together.

Known for our seats –  
and our pioneering spirit.
There are people, for whom the safety of your child is as 
close to their heart as it is to yours: our employees.  
We at RECARO are also parents, aunts, uncles or grand- 
parents. We see it as our task to offer you the best 
solution for your everyday challenges. And there‘s more: 

One touch says more than a thousand words.
Are you familiar with our most recent designs? At 
reputable retailers you can test out our child seats and 
strollers at your leisure. And you will be surprised: it  
is actually possible to feel safety.

Our child seats have a long road behind them when they finally go into production. 
During this process we work together with international testing institutes; intensive and 
extensive tests round off the development of our products. In the final stages, no one 
is as critical of the result as our team of engineers and designers themselves. You can 
be sure that RECARO only provides you with solutions for your daily routine that we 
ourselves are absolutely convinced of. Anything else is out of the question for us.

RECARORECARO

The most stringent tests in the world.
We work together with renowned testing institutes  
to consistently improve our products and generate new 
insights: DEKRA, TÜV in Germany, TASS in the Nether-
lands and many other partners worldwide. 
We don‘t carry out these tests simply to meet standards 
and comply with norms. It is our goal to compete and 
improve on an international level. For us, this also includes 
the tests derived from the EURO NCAP, such as those 
carried out by Stiftung Warentest and the ADAC. Not  
just to take part, but to perform our very best – that is 
our drive.

we develop protective companions, who will be along for 
the ride on all family excursions and trips for a long time. 
Only someone who has done as much as this has earned 
your trust.

CREATING SAFETY

All the way. All the day.
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Babies are far more sensitive to movement and touch. With 
skin-friendly materials and a comfortable place to sit, we make  
it easy for the little traveller to enjoy every journey. 

Infant carriers that adjust to your baby.
The special combination of height-adjustable headrest 
with integrated harness in the reboarder Salia relieves 
pressure on the spine and the entire body. With an 
individually adjustable seating angle, your child can sit 
comfortably during your journey or pleasantly drift off 
to sleep at will.

Child seats that provide safety and support.
During the development of our products, ergonomic 
seating position plays an important role. With help from 
the latest medical insights we develop our patented 
technology, bringing together healthy ergonomics, 
robust quality and simple handling in a unique fashion. 
With RECARO, children are in the best of hands – from 
their first burp, to their first trip to the cinema. Perhaps 
the infant carrier or the stroller will become their second 
favourite place – after mum and dad‘s lap of course.

Our travel tip for young parents:
When travelling with a baby in the car we recommend 
you make regular stops. That way your little darling can 
stretch out and exercise on the amply sized crawling 
rug. Thus, you are supporting the healthy development 
of your child. Even with older children, regular stops to 
stretch their legs promote a sense of well-being. And 
this comes with a good mood.

Functions that make life easy for parents.
To ensure you can attach your child seat effortlessly, 
we also offer you a modular system with a base. With 
just one click, the child seat is made secure. Practical 
indicators display a green light when everything is in 
the correct position. And the best thing: the base can  
be simply disassembled and stowed away.

Healthy posture is essential for little explorers. In cooperation with leading orthopaedists 
and physiotherapists, we have made our child seats and strollers the perfect companions 
for every journey. From the very first day of use, RECARO products ensure that your 
child‘s back receives optimum support when sitting and through any motion sequence. 
Smart functions also make handling easier for parents. Together with skin-friendly  
textiles in fashionable designs, attractive and supportive travel companions for each  
journey are born – Better Together.

Child seats that grow with your infant.
The child seat Mako Elite is equipped with an adjustable 
legrest. These provide your child with additional support. 
The rest can be individually adjusted. So-called Smart 
Protection Wings adapt to the shoulder width of your little  
darling and automatically “grow” with them thanks to 
the adjustable backrest. 

Intuitive materials for your daily routine.
Our current textile innovation is both light and airy, while 
being long-lasting and robust during daily use. Through 
the use of breathable covers, we ensure the ideal climate 
of well-being for your child. Smart openings in the  
structure of the seat and mesh material form a continuous 
air ventilation system. This way, your baby feels at ease 
and won‘t start to sweat. And the infant carrier will stay 
as nice as it was on the first day of use for a long time.

RECARORECARO

CREATING CARE
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Ergonomically valuable for parents.
Developed with leading ergonomics specialists, intensively 
tested in various stages of development and evaluated by 
the objective opinion of renowned testing institutes: every 
design from RECARO unites functional, ergonomic and  
aesthetic components. In this way, we support the whole 
family in their everyday routine. Whether with 360 degree 
rotational seating, the child seat indicators on the base  
or our one-handed folding system for strollers, we make  
it easy for children, parents and grandparents to enjoy 
moments together. Because that is what counts.

Long-lasting and sustainable products.
With the birth of a child, the awareness of the parents 
changes too: tested, long-lasting and environmentally 
conscious materials are in demand. For one thing, your 
little darling should have a general sense of well-being. 
For another, you would like to contribute to looking  
after our planet for your children and grandchildren. We 
at RECARO are aware of our dual responsibility. For  
us, quality always means sustainability, too. To this end,  
we advocate particularly long-lasting products and a 
production process that conserves resources.

Smelling, touching, feeling, tasting – babies perceive their world with all senses. A 
pleasant feeling on the skin and back-friendly position are particularly important for 
newborns, so that they can quickly find peace in their highly stimulating everyday lives. 
To this end, at RECARO we combine unpolluted materials and healthy ergonomics.  
For each individual stage of work we also strive towards sustainability. All this together 
lets our children grow up as they deserve. After all, it is they who will shape the world 
of tomorrow. Hopefully together – Better Together.

Six skin-friendly facts for parents.
The skin of babies and little children  
is particularly sensitive, especially to 
touch. This means it can react much 
more strongly to contaminants, uneven 
surfaces and temperatures. For this  
reason, our designers and engineers  
are especially discerning when it comes 
to the selection and processing of our 
materials and textiles.

1. Going beyond standards
We go far beyond the standards 
required by law.

2. Unpolluted materials
We demand durability and 
freedom from contaminants  
from our materials.

3. High quality textiles
Easy to maintain, machine- 
washable, quick-drying textiles 
and long-lasting quality.

4. Phenomenal padding
We use high-quality foams  
from the automotive sector –  
we can therefore guarantee  
long-lasting padding for  
comfort over many years.

5. Best processing
All textiles and stitching  
are subjected to strict  
endurance tests.

6. Independently inspected
Additional testing from  
independent institutes and  
the fulfilment to all EU norms.

RECARORECARO

CREATING CARE

You care. We care.
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Safety is our top priority.
Everything begins with the optimal level of safety.  
Short trips, long excursions or the first holiday together: 
we make family life worry-free and safe for everyone. 
For nothing is more important than feeling at ease on 
your trip through the city or on a long journey with your 
child. At RECARO, we are naturally concerned with  
protecting your little darling in an emergency. We also 
want to support you every day in every situation.  
So you can enjoy every moment together as a family –  
Better Together.

Our values reveal who we are.
Our focus is on safety and quality, united in an appealing 
and tangible design. Through pioneering technology, such 
as our patented HERO safety system for example, we 
create additional value for parents. This is corroborated 
by numerous national and international awards. For us, 
these milestones are the best seal of quality, alongside 
many satisfied families, and a confirmation that we are 
on the right track. Our promise to you: we will not stop 
getting better every day. 

Here we let our references speak for us.
Our products have already won numerous international 
awards. These accolades are proof of our extensive 
engineering skills and expertise. 

Quality is a prerequisite for everything.
Long-lasting materials, ingenious technologies and the 
most stringent tests: we at RECARO leave nothing to 
chance. Because we are convinced that good products 
can only come about from good work. We also advocate 
for sustainability here. Our processes conserve resources 
and impress parents worldwide. 

With a small child, each day holds new challenges. How reassuring to know that 
with RECARO, you have a companion on your side who will provide you with safe, 
reliable support. Our premium products have proved themselves over many years  
and are constantly setting new standards with regards to function, comfort, quality  
and design. No matter your destination: we are there for your family – for safe  
mobility and more “we” moments.

Design that looks good and makes sense.
It isn‘t just the design that is an integral part of our  
premium products. The design also has to perform. We 
call this Ingenious Design. That means visually appealing 
design is inseparable from intuitive systems, functions 
and the utility for young parents. Simple operation saves 
you lots of time and unnecessary worries during your 
daily routine. A simplified, ergonomic design makes  
carrying our products easier. This benefits both parents 
and their children. Because, as you know, a relaxed 
atmosphere is infectious.

All of this together is RECARO.
Now you know who we are and what we do. Please, 
come and pay us a visit at one of our retailers and get 
acquainted with our infant carriers and child seats. 
Because one thing is certain: for every family and every 
need, we have just the right solution.

RECARORECARO

CREATING VALUE

You support. We support.
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It‘s the details from which 
the whole is developed.
For more than 110 years, RECARO have been dedicated 
to creating products that combine aesthetics, ergonomics 
and function. Products that are designed with the utmost 
care and diligence down to the smallest detail. As such,  
all our child seats and strollers are simple and intuitive 
to use. This saves time and allows you to enjoy your 
moments together even more intensely. 

Height-adjustable child seats with 360 degree rotation? 
Very light and agile strollers? Ergonomic sitting and recli-
ning positions? These aren‘t just technical subtleties for 
us, they are the understandable expectation that modern 
families have for our products. We believe that design 
should cater to the needs of human beings. Ingenious 
design – as we call it – is at the heart of our daily work. 

What started in 1906 with a manufacturing company 
for car bodies and interior equipment, soon developed 
a successful partnership with Porsche. We have always 
continued to develop ourselves through the production 
of legendary sports and aircraft seats. The production of 
safer, especially high-quality child seats and strollers is 
an area that is very close to our hearts. After all, it is also 
our children who will shape the world of tomorrow.

Our milestones are evidence that we are on the right 
track: as early as 1998 RECARO was setting new  
standards with the first child seat that adjusts to the  
size of a growing child: the RECARO start. Another 
member of the RECARO product family, the Zero.1 Elite, 
was awarded the Gold German Design Award in 2017. 
As of 2019, this tradition is being pursued further by 
RECARO Kids. By showcasing many new innovative 
products we are demonstrating our expertise. To ensure 
that you can enjoy family moments together on an even 
deeper level, we will continue to deliver you totally 
smart, forward-thinking and safe travel companions for 
all journeys. Safe journey. 

Trust grows with time. For more than 110 years, RECARO has been building mobile 
seats and we have made it our mission to support people and transport them safely.  
The area of child seats has a particularly special importance for us. Because we at 
RECARO also have children. And so we do everything in our power to ensure your 
family‘s safety. On short and long journeys. On the road and in the air. Every day  
and everywhere.

Over 110 years of design, 
ergonomics and safety.

1906
Incorporation under the name of  
“Stuttgarter Carosserie- und Radfabrik”.

1909
Granting of a patent for the so- 
called “Reformkarosserie” car body  
following a name change to  
“Stuttgarter Karosseriewerk Reutter”.

1920
Production of bodywork and complete 
interior equipment for almost all  
notable contemporary manufacturers.

1950
Reutter builds the first out of more than 
60,000 German Porsche 356 units.

1963
The bodywork factory is sold to  
Porsche. Reutter Carosserie becomes  
the specialist company RECARO.

1971
RECARO starts producing airplane seats.

1983
Fusion of Keiper RECARO and relocation 
of the entire airplane seat production to

Schwäbisch Hall.

1998
RECARO presents the first child  
car seat that grows with the child.

2017
The innovative Zero.1 Elite receives the

golden German Design Award in 2017.

2019 
Continuation of the RECARO success 
story through RECARO Kids.

“Ingenious Design refers to the combination of function, ergonomics 
and aesthetics that has always shaped our products.”

HARTMUT SCHÜRG, CHIEF BRAND & DESIGN OFFICER, RECARO HOLDING GMBH 

RECARORECARO

CREATING TRUST
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RECARO Automotive Seating 
Control on every track.
Feel the road. Stay in control. Enjoy every curve. 
A passionate, pioneering spirit. From the legendary 
Sport Seat, to back-friendly models for long-distance 
drivers, to professional racing shells. The same 
performance on the road as when pushing limits on 
the race track. One hundred percent support for 
total concentration.

RECARO Kids 
Safe. Simple. Convincing.
Discover a new world every day. With wide eyes. And 
relaxed parents. Our child seats and strollers not only 
combine design and first-class workmanship, but above 
all with a smart safety concept. Clever functions, in 
combination with RECARO’s characteristic ergonomics 
and intuitive handling, simplify everyday life and protect 
your little ones. For responsible and demanding parents. 
Better Together.

RECARO eGaming 
Gaming on a new level.
Only milliseconds to make just the right move. It’s all 
that stands between victory and defeat. Developed from 
the ground up with the gaming community, RECARO 
Gaming Seats are setting new standards. Contours  
optimized for gaming provide perfect support – even 
during longer sessions. This means that players can 
focus on what really matters: the game itself. Carefully 
considered down to the last detail. For optimum body 
support and maximum performance.

The journey is the destination, and our goal is to make this journey as pleasant for you 
as possible. We have been moving people for over 110 years. With innovative solutions 
in outstanding quality. Discover the future of seating.

RECARO Aircraft Seating 
Arrive relaxed.
See the world with different eyes. Let your mind wander. 
Enjoy the trip. RECARO aircraft seats are in a class of 
their own. Ingenious Design is combined with exceptional  
comfort about the clouds. Arrive relaxed, rested,and  
ready for new challenges. Thanks to the low weight, long- 
lasting quality, and simple maintenance, airlines save 
money in the long term and lower their CO2 emissions. 
Sustainable, efficient, and comfortable.

RECARORECARO

CREATING SYNERGIES
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AVAN / KIO BASEMODULAR SYSTEM

Children grow. The Avan / Kio Base stays. Our i-Size base can be used as a modular 
system from birth up to approx. 4 years, first with the infant carrier Avan and then with 
the reboarder Kio. With just a single click, your child is secured into the vehicle. The 
indicators show at a glance whether everything has been correctly installed. This saves 
you valuable time on each journey – and everyone stays relaxed. 

KIO + Newborn inlay
Birth – 4 years

AVAN / KIO Base

Birth  –  4 years
65 cm35.5 cm

35
  –

  8
6 

cm

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External dimensions (W / D / H): 35.5 / 65 / 35  –  86 cm

Weight: 7.5 kg

Modular system 
The Avan / Kio Base can be used as 

a modular system in combination 
with the infant carrier Avan and 

the reboarder Kio

Indicators on the base
Shows you at a glance if 

everything is installed 
correctly with a green light

ISOFIX connection
Ensures secure 

installation in the vehicle

One-click installation 
with ISOFIX
Simpler and more secure one- 
click installation of the ISOFIX base 
without the vehicle‘s seat belt

Adjustable support leg
Easy to adjust in the  
vehicle and improves stability 

Rebound bar
Absorbs energy in the  
event of a collision

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Easy and safe, every day.
The Avan / Kio Base makes the infant carrier Avan and the 
reboarder Kio your easy and safe everyday companion 
for any situation. Both models boast a practical, modular 
system and a base that can stay in the vehicle for the 
entire period of use. Thanks to the base, both child seats 
can be quickly and firmly installed in any car with just 
one click. Perfect for the fast pace of family life. The 
combination of base and child seat is a perfect match, 
both technically and in terms of colour.
From birth to a height of 83 cm (about 15 months), the 
infant carrier Avan can only be used rear-facing. It can 

either quickly and easily click on to the Avan / Kio Base or 
be strapped in using the vehicle’s seat belt. You can use 
the reboarder Kio for your baby from a height of 60 cm 
(about 3 months) or, with the additionally available new-
born inlay, right from birth. We recommend using the 
reboarder rear-facing for as long as possible – if possible 
up to a height of 105 cm or about 4 years of age. Once 
your little one is 16 months old, you can also use the 
reboarder forward facing. For safe journeys – both long 
and short.

KIO
3 months – 4 years

AVAN
Birth – 15 months

MODULAR SYSTEM 
The flexible solution for today and tomorrow.

AVAN / KIO BASE
The safe combination.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

MODULARITY THAT ACCOMPANIES YOU
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AVAN

A weekend away with the baby is something special. During the trip, parents are put at 
ease if the baby receives the best possible protection in the car. The infant carrier Avan 
surpasses all safety requirements and your baby enjoys optimal ventilation thanks to  
smart openings in the outer shell. Whether it‘s a short trip or a long one, our Avan can 
be fixed in place with the seat belt or with the optional i-Size base in just a single click. 
If the baby has outgrown the infant carrier, the Avan / Kio Base can be used as a modular 
system with the reboarder Kio up to the age of approx. 4 years. This is the making of  
lots of great trips. 

40 – 83 CM   |   MAX. 15 MONTHS   |   MAX. 13 KG

i-Size
Rear-facing transport in 
accordance with UN R129 for 
maximum safety

Intuitive operation
In just a few movements, the 

infant carrier can be mounted and  
removed from the optional base

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Advanced 
Side Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb the  
energy in the event of a side collision

Ergonomic carry handle
Optimal carry handle shape for 

ergonomic carrying, can be  
adjusted to multiple positions

Newborn inlay 
The newborn inlay provides  

your baby with a flat and 
ergonomic reclining position 

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 
integrated harness  
Offers simple, individual adjustment 
for the growing child thereby 
providing them with an ergonomic 
sitting position

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt

Patented HERO 
safety system 

A single unit comprising shoulder  
pads, shoulder straps and headrest 
prevents the harness from twisting  

and slipping and simplifies the  
secure and easy fastening process 

3-point harness system
The intuitive, central harness  

adjuster with HERO harness guide 
enables the child to be fastened  

into the seat securely and simply 

Flexible operation 
Can be fastened in place with the 
vehicle‘s seat belt or using the i-Size 
base in just a single click 

Modular system 
With the Avan / Kio Base, the infant carrier Avan is 
installed in the car in just a single click. This makes 
hectic everyday family life easier for parents and 
installation more secure, thanks to the indicators, which 
display when the infant carrier has been correctly 
installed. When the baby gets bigger, the Avan / Kio 
Base can be used in combination with the reboarder Kio 
up to the age of approx. 4 years. For long-lasting joy and 
many lovely trips and excursions. 

AVAN
Baby‘s first guardian.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 66 / 59 cm

Weight: 4.1 kg

Select Night Black
00089030400020

Select Pacific Blue
00089030420020

Select Teal Green
00089030410020

Select Garnet Red
00089030430020

Prime Sky Blue
00089030320020

Prime Mat Black
00089030300020

Prime Silent Grey
00089030310020

Prime Pale Rose
00089030330020

Easylife Adapter
00089210320070

Avan / Kio Base
00089040000050

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

Lightweight
As a parent with a baby you always have something 
on your arm or in your hand. Weighing just 4.1 kg, the 
infant carrier Avan can be easily carried throughout the 
day. Enjoy the time with your baby and spend the most 
beautiful moments together.

AVAN 40 – 83 CM   |   MAX. 15 MONTHS   |   MAX. 13 KG

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Insect Net
00089230290070

Rain Cover
00089230010070 44 cm 66 cm

5
9 

cm

Air ventilation system
Fresh air keeps everyone happy. This is ensured by 
openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts in the seat 
cover, which allow for continuous air circulation.   
A greater level of comfort and well-being is impossible. 
Whether they are on a quick journey to see granny or 
with the whole family on holiday for the summer – the 
little explorers are kept in the best mood. Regardless of 
how long the journey is.

Smart harness buckle
Simple and safe fastening thanks to 
the intelligent harness buckle: when 
the baby is removed the harness 
buckle tilts forward and stays in this 
position. This way, when the child is 
put in place they are not sitting on 
the buckle and parents are able to 
strap their baby into the infant carrier 
securely, comfortably, and quickly. 

Extra large sun canopy 
The extra large sun canopy with UPF 
50 sun protection and the extendable 
sun visor offer protection for the 
baby‘s sensitive skin in the sunny 
summer months or on your first 
family holiday together. This way, 
being outside is fun for everyone. 

Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while 
longer: a quick change from car  
to stroller for the RECARO infant 
carriers is possible thanks to special 
adapter – this flexibility allows you 
stress-free mobility in everyday 
situations.

Summer Cover
00089230350070

Footmuff 
Select Night Black
00089230171070

Footmuff 
Prime Silent Grey
00089230172070

TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
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KIO 60 – 105 CM   |   3 MONTHS – 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Is there anything better than picking fruit outside with dad and falling asleep contented 
in the child seat afterwards? With smart openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts 
in the seat, the little rascal can enjoy the highest level of comfort thanks to optimal air 
circulation. Mum and dad can breath easier too thanks to the reboarder Kio, which can 
securely installed in the rear seat in just a single click with the corresponding Avan / Kio 
Base. And the best thing: before that, the Avan / Kio Base can be used with the infant 
carrier Avan.

Energy-absorbing shell 
In the event of a collision, the 
energy is diverted through  
the shell and absorbed there

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather –  
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt 

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 

adjuster with HERO harness guide 
enables the child to be fastened 

into the seat securely and simply 

Intuitive operation 
All important functions can  
intuitively be operated one-handed 

Ergonomic design  
Flat side bolsters enable the  
parents to place their child in 
an ergonomic position

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 
integrated harness 
Offers simple, individual  
adjustment for the growing  
child, thus providing them with 
an ergonomic sitting position

Memory foam  
in the headrest

Comfortable for the child and is  
particularly adept at absorbing 

forces resulting from  
a crash or collision 

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Patented HERO 
safety system 

A single unit comprising  
shoulder pads, shoulder straps 

and headrest prevents the  
harness from twisting and slipping 

and simplifies the secure  
and easy fastening process 

Modular system 
With the Avan / Kio Base, the infant carrier Avan is  
installed in the car in just a single click. This makes 
hectic everyday family life easier for parents and  
installation more secure, thanks to the indicators,  
which display when the infant carrier has been  
correctly installed. When the baby gets bigger, the 
Avan / Kio Base can be used in combination with the 
reboarder Kio up to the age of approx. 4 years. For  
long-lasting joy and many lovely trips and excursions. 

KIO
The comfortable travelling companion.
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KIO 60 – 105 CM   |   3 MONTHS – 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Air ventilation system
Fresh air keeps everyone happy. This is ensured by  
openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts in the  
seat cover, which allow for continuous air circulation. 
Greater comfort is impossible. Whether they are on  
a quick journey to see granny or with the whole  
family on holiday for the summer – the little explorers  
are kept in the best mood. Regardless of how long  
the journey is. 

i-Size
Rear-facing transport, optimised side collision protection 
and the intuitive ISOFIX installation offer little explorers 
maximum safety in the rear seat. When facing away 
from the direction of travel, in the event of a frontal 
collision the forces are distributed across the entire 
body, whereby the sensitive head and neck areas stay 
protected. The child seat fulfils the stringent safety 
standards in accordance with UN R129.

Smart harness buckle
Simple and safe fastening thanks to the intelligent  
harness buckle: when the baby is removed, the harness 
buckle tilts forward and stays in this position. This way, 
when the child is put in place, they are not sitting on  
the buckle and parents are able to strap their baby into 
the seat securely, comfortably, and quickly. 

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
The integrated protectors can be quickly and simply fol-
ded out on the door side. In the event of a side collision, 
the energy absorbers reduce the force that would act 
upon the child. The combination of infant carrier, seat 
structure and side wings offer threefold protection from 
side collisions. In any car. 

One-handed adjustment
The reboarder Kio has five resting positions, whether 
placed in a front or rear-facing position. The resting po-
sition is very flat and enables little explorers the most 
wonderful rest for sweet dreams. Above all, parents 
value intuitive and simple operation with only a single 
hand. This way, car journeys are more relaxed for every-
one.

Select Night Black
00089035400050

Select Pacific Blue
00089035420050

Select Teal Green
00089035410050

Select Garnet Red
00089035430050

Prime Sky Blue
00089035320050

Prime Mat Black
00089035300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089035310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089035330050

Avan / Kio Base
00089040000050

Newborn Inlay  
Select Night Black 
00089036400050

Newborn Inlay  
Prime Silent Grey 
00089036310050

44 cm 46 cm

5
9 

– 
6

5 
cm

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 46 / 59  –  65 cm

Weight: 7.8 kg

Summer Cover
00089235350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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SALIA ELITE 40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

From the hands of the midwife to home, paying a visit to the 
paediatrician for the first time and of course granny would also 
like to see the little one – the first few days in a baby‘s life are 
exciting. Through the combination of the light 2.9 kg infant 
carrier and the child seat, the 2-in-1 world-first Salia Elite brings 
together all the benefits of an infant carrier with the safety and 
comfort of a full-fledged reboarder for older children. The  
RECARO innovation gives parents the flexibility to shape their 
daily routine and allows the little ones to be comfortably and 
safely transported in all situations. So granny can show the little 
one the garden, nice and calmly. 

SALIA ELITE
The innovative jack of all trades. 
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40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KGSALIA ELITE

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
The integrated protectors can be quickly and simply  
folded out on the door side. In the event of a side  
collision, the energy absorbers reduce the force that 
would act upon the child. The combination of infant  
carrier, seat structure and side wings offer threefold 
protection from side collisions. In any car. 

360 degree rotation
Just like that, with a single grip of the hand, the entire child 
seat can be rotated 360 degrees. Safe and ergonomic seating 
and removing of your child; the harness is fastened and 
unfastened quickly and free of stress. Now the entertaining 
journey can begin. What‘s left is more time – moments to 
enjoy together or very simply, having fun as a family.

Height-adjustable headrest 
with integrated harness
As they are still growing, an ergonomic posture is  
essential for children. The infant carrier‘s height- 
adjustable headrest with integrated harness allows  
for maximum seating comfort, supports healthy  
posture and, thanks to the optimised harness guide, 
increases safety on every journey.

i-Size
Rear-facing transport, optimised side collision protection 
and the intuitive ISOFIX installation offer little explorers 
maximum safety in the rear seat. When facing away 
from the direction of travel, in the event of a frontal  
collision the forces are distributed across the entire 
body, whereby the sensitive head and neck areas stay 
protected. The child seat fulfils the stringent safety 
standards in accordance with UN R129.

One-click installation 
with ISOFIX
Simpler and more secure one-click  
installation of the integrated ISOFIX 
base without the vehicle‘s seat belt

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness  

adjuster with HERO harness guide  
enables the child to be fastened  

into the seat securely and simply 

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

One-handed  
adjustment

One-handed operation allows for a 
 comfortable and flat resting position 
during the journey, facing away from  

the direction of traffic (three positions)

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 
integrated harness 
Offers simple, individual adjustment  
for the growing child, thus  
providing them with an ergonomic 
sitting position

Newborn inlay
The variable newborn inlay for the  

infant carrier provides your baby with  
a flat and ergonomic reclining position

3-point harness system 
in the infant carrier
The intuitive and central harness  
adjuster with HERO harness guide  
enables the child to be fastened  
into the seat securely and simply 

Indicators on the base
Show at a glance if everything is 

installed correctly with a green light

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system

makes extended sitting particularly 
comfortable while travelling

Patented HERO 
safety system 
A single unit comprising shoulder  
pads, shoulder straps and headrest 
prevents the harness from twisting  
and slipping and simplifies the  
secure and easy fastening process 

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather –  

thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt

2-in-1 innovation 
As a world first, the Salia Elite combines the infant  
carrier and child seat. All safety-relevant features are 
built into the seat. As such, our safe all-rounder clocks  
in at a lightweight 2.9 kg when outside the vehicle.  
In this way, it makes the everyday routine for the mobile 
family easy. And the little ones? They can lie back,  
relax and continue dreaming. 

Memory foam  
in the headrest
Comfortable for the child and is  
particularly adept at absorbing forces 
resulting from a crash or collision 

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Standard: UN R129/00 (i-Size)

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 63  –  68 / 61  –  69 cm

Weight: 18 kg (with infant carrier)

Select Night Black
00089020400020

Select Pacific Blue
00089020420020

Select Teal Green
00089020410020

Select Garnet Red
00089020430020

Prime Sky Blue
00089020320020

Prime Mat Black
00089020300020

Prime Silent Grey
00089020310020

Prime Pale Rose
00089020330020

SALIA ELITE

Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while longer: a quick 
change from car to stroller for the RECARO infant  
carriers is possible thanks to special adapter –  
this flexibility allows you stress-free mobility in  
everyday situations.

44 cm 63 – 68 cm

61
 –

 6
9 

cm

Salia Elite Adapter
00089220320070

With the Salia Elite Adapter, the integrated infant  
carrier of the child seat can be easily and safely  
combined with RECARO strollers. Please note,  
that in this case the matching adapter for the  
stroller is additionally required.

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Sun Canopy 
00089220240070

Citylife Adapter
00088030320070

Changing Bag 
00088028040070

Summer Cover
00089220350070

Easylife Adapter
00089210320070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

TECHNICAL DETAILS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 
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SALIA 40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

How nice, when parents and children share the same hobbies. To ensure 
that the fun begins as soon as the journey does, we built the child seat Salia. 
It is even more comfortable and ergonomic than its predecessor. The 360 
degree rotation allows parents to place their child in an ergonomic position 
while strapping them in or removing them from the vehicle. Turning the  
seat to one side is child‘s play. And the best thing: one hand is kept free –  
to hold onto their favourite toy perhaps.

SALIA
The protective multi-talent.
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SALIA 40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather –  
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt

Memory foam  
in the headrest

Comfortable for the child and is  
particularly adept at absorbing forces 

resulting from a crash or collision 

Patented HERO 
safety system 
A single unit comprising shoulder pads, 
shoulder straps and headrest prevents 
the harness from twisting and slipping 
and simplifies the secure and easy 
fastening process 

Adjustable 
support leg 
Easy to adjust in the vehicle  
and improves stability 

One-click installation 
with ISOFIX
Simpler and more secure one-click  
installation of the integrated ISOFIX 
base without the vehicle‘s seat belt

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness  

adjuster with HERO harness guide  
enables the child to be fastened 

 into the seat securely and simply 

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Intuitive one- 
handed operation

All important functions can  
intuitively be operated  

one-handed for more flexibility

One-handed adjustment
One-handed operation allows for  

a comfortable and flat resting position 
during the journey, facing away from  

the direction of traffic (three positions)

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system
makes extended sitting particularly 
comfortable while travelling

360 degree rotation
Just like that, with a single grip of the hand, the entire 
child seat can be rotated 360 degrees. Safe and ergo-
nomic seating and removing of your child; the harness  
is fastened and unfastened quickly and free of stress. 
Now the entertaining journey can begin. What‘s left is 
more time – moments to enjoy together or very simply, 
having fun as a family.

i-Size
Rear-facing transport, optimised side collision protection 
and the intuitive ISOFIX installation offer little explorers 
maximum safety in the rear seat. When facing away 
from the direction of travel, in the event of a frontal  
collision the forces are distributed across the entire 
body, whereby the sensitive head and neck areas stay 
protected. The child seat fulfils the stringent safety 
standards in accordance with UN R129.

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
The integrated protectors can be quickly and simply  
folded out on the door side. In the event of a side  
collision, the energy absorbers reduce the force that 
would act upon the child. The combination of seat 
structure and side wings offer double protection from 
side collisions. In any car. 

Height-adjustable headrest 
with integrated harness
As they are still growing, an ergonomic posture is  
essential for children. The height-adjustable headrest 
with integrated harness allows for maximum seating 
comfort, supports healthy posture and, thanks to  
the optimised harness guide, increases safety on  
every journey.

Newborn inlay
Our extra soft newborn inlay is there to ensure that  
your child is optimally positioned in the child seat.  
This way, the little traveller enjoys the highest level  
of comfort and maximum safety. Naturally, the  
covers can be removed easily and cleaned in the  
washing machine. This provides further peace of  
mind for parents.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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SALIA 40 – 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Standard: UN R129/00 (i-Size)

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 63  –  68 / 61  –  69 cm

Weight: 15 kg

44 cm 63 – 68 cm

Select Night Black
00089025400050

Select Pacific Blue
00089025420050

Select Teal Green
00089025410050

Select Garnet Red
00089025430050

Prime Sky Blue
00089025320050

Prime Mat Black
00089025300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089025310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089025330050

Indicators on the base
Would you like to gain back more time during your  
mobile family routine? The practical indicators on the 
base instantly give you the green light if the base  
and the child seat have been correctly installed,  
positioned and locked in. So, you will find all important 
information at a glance. But what‘s more important:  
your child enjoys maximum safety. 

61
 –

 6
9 

cm

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Summer Cover
00089220350070

Changing Bag 
00088028040070

Sun Canopy 
00089220240070

With a UPF of 50, the large sun canopy with extendable 
sun visor is the ideal addition to the Salia family – and 
not only in summer. Thanks to the visor, the canopy can 
be optimally adjusted to your child‘s sitting or resting 
position. Netting at the back of the sun canopy ensures 
the best possible ventilation.

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
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TIAN ELITE

Children‘s birthdays are there to be celebrated. With our Tian Elite, just 
such a family celebration can come together, because the child seat can  
accompany your child from nine months to twelve years. To ensure they 
don‘t miss out on the fun on their way to the celebration the Tian Elite  
also has an integrated Sound System with loudspeakers in the head area. 
The air ventilation system in the seating area is also refreshing. Smart 
openings in the shell and the seat cover make this possible. This way,  
everyone can breathe easier, before you get to the Piñatas. 

GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

TIAN ELITE
The protective entertainer.
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TIAN ELITE GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

Sound System
Integrated loudspeaker in the head area of the child  
seat, an audio connection and a device pouch enable  
little travellers to enjoy the finest in entertainment,  
without mum and dad having to listen to the child‘s  
radio play or favourite song in the front of the vehicle. 
In this way, the kids can lean back and relax and their 
heads remain protected by the headrest. 

Air ventilation system
Fresh air keeps everyone happy. This is ensured by  
openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts in the  
seat cover, which allow for continuous air circulation.  
A greater level of comfort and well-being is impossible. 
Whether they are on a quick journey to see granny or 
with the whole family on holiday for the summer – the 
little explorers are kept in the best mood. Regardless  
of how long the journey is. 

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

Universal installation 
Quick and simple 

installation in any vehicle  
using its seat belt

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using integrated  
Seatfix connectors (gr. 2 / 3)

Seating foam 
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Marked belt guide  
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Smart Protection Wings
Shoulder padding grows
with the child thanks to

the height-adjustable headrest

5-point harness system 
The intuitive and central harness  
adjuster with HERO harness  
guide enables the child to be  
fastened into the seat securely  
and simply (gr. 1)

Advanced Side 
Protection (ASP)
Detachable protectors absorb 
all energy in the event of a side 
collision

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours 
of your vehicle‘s seats

Extendable legrest
Can be adapted to your 
child‘s size and provide  

optimal support 

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks  

to adjustable seating angle (gr. 1)

Integrated  
harness storage

Easy conversion to 
group 2 / 3 through integrated  

harness storage with no need  
to expand the harness system

Child seat that grows with them
One child seat for the whole childhood? The height- 
adjustable backrest with integrated headrest makes this 
possible. In this way, the child seat can be perfectly  
adjusted to the height of your child and automatically 
grows with them from nine months to twelve years. 

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

Universal installation 
To ensure that the baby can also sit securely in the car 
when they are with granny and grandpa, the Tian Elite 
can be universally, quickly and simply installed using the 
vehicle‘s seat belt. A flexible solution for every family.

Lightweight
Weighing approx. 8.6 kg, the Tian Elite can be quickly 
and easily lifted out of the vehicle, carried and reinstalled 
later. This makes things easier for mum and dad, but also 
for granny and grandpa. While we build our child seats, 
they are always designed with the entire family in mind.

UNIVERSAL
INSTALLATION
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TIAN ELITE GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

Patented HERO safety system
With the patented HERO safety system, your child 
can be simply and quickly strapped in. The unique  
HERO safety system combines shoulder pads,  
shoulder straps and headrest into a single unit and 
thus stops the harness from slipping and twisting.  
This saves time and worry during your everyday  
routine and above all increases safety on every trip. 

5
6.

5 
 –

  8
0.

5 
cm

Select Night Black
00088043400050

Select Pacific Blue
00088043420050

Select Teal Green
00088043410050

Select Garnet Red
00088043430050

Prime Sky Blue
00088043320050

Prime Mat Black
00088043300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088043310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088043330050

44 cm 47  –  53 cm

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 47  –  53 / 56.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight: 8.6 kg

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANION

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Summer Cover 
00088242350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070
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TIAN GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

Universal installation
Quick and simple 

installation in any vehicle  
using its seat belt

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using integrated  
Seatfix connectors (gr. 2 / 3)

Advanced 
Side Protection (ASP)
Protective side wings with  
integrated ASP system absorb the 
force in the event of a side collision

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 
body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours  
of your vehicle‘s seats

Lightweight
Weighs 8.4 kg and can be 
quickly lifted and carried 
with ease

Child seat that  
grows with them
Thanks to the adjustable 

back and headrest, can be used 
from 9 months to 12 years

Patented HERO 
safety system

A single unit comprising  
shoulder pads, shoulder straps  

and headrest prevents the  
harness from twisting and  

slipping and simplifies the secure  
and easy fastening process (gr. 1)

Marked 
belt guide 

The correct installation  
is facilitated by red belt  

guide markings

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks  

to adjustable seating angle (gr. 1)

Integrated  
harness storage

Easy conversion to 
group 2 / 3 through integrated  

harness storage with no need  
to expand the harness system

Finally time for the family holiday. Our Tian exists to ensure that the best time of the  
year begins with the first kilometre. The versatile child seat combines ergonomic design, 
intelligent functions and a safety concept, which only RECARO can provide you with.

TIAN 
The versatile leisure companion.

Core Performance Black
00088042240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088042190050

Core Carbon Black
00088042170050

Core Power Berry
00088042220050

44 cm 47 cm

5
6.

5 
 –

  8
0.

5 
cm

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness  
adjuster with HERO harness guide  
enables the child to be fastened into  
the seat securely and simply (gr. 1)

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 47 / 56.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight: 8.4 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Summer Cover
00088242350070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANION

Easy-Tech
00089230900070
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GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KGYOUNG SPORT HERO

When travelling with your child is this comfortable, you don‘t even need to take a break. 
Dad takes a look in the back regardless and is pleased to see that everything is going 
well in the child seat. Aside from that, he is reassured that his son and our Young Sport 
Hero are on holiday at granny‘s together. The child seat can be removed or installed 
simply and quickly and secured in the vehicle using the seat belt. 

Universal installation 
To ensure that the baby can also sit securely in the 
car when they are with granny and grandpa, the  
Young Hero Sport can be universally, quickly and  
simply installed using the vehicle‘s seat belt. Every  
family wishes for just such a hero. 

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central  

harness adjuster with HERO  
harness guide enables the  

child to be fastened into the  
seat securely and simply (gr. 1)

Seat reducer
For an optimal ergonomic fit  

from baby to small child (gr. 1)

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Reinforced armrests
Comfortable sitting for older  
children with comfortable armrests

Air ventilation system 
The passive air ventilation system 
makes sitting throughout long  
journeys particularly pleasant 

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather –  
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

YOUNG SPORT HERO
The heroic sporting friend.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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YOUNG SPORT HERO GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 58 / 50 / 63  –  71 cm

Weight: 8 kg

Core Performance Black
00088014240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088014190050

Core Carbon Black
00088014170050

Core Power Berry
00088014220050

Prime Sky Blue
00088014320050

Prime Mat Black
00088014300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088014310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088014330050

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Air Mesh Cover 
00088037350000

Child seat that grows with them
One child seat for the whole childhood? The height-
adjustable backrest with integrated headrest makes this 
possible. In this way, the child seat can be perfectly 
adjusted to the height of your child and automatically 
grows with them from nine months to twelve years. 

Lightweight
Weighing around 8 kg, the Young Sport 
Hero can be quickly and easily lifted out 
of the vehicle, carried and reinstalled 
later. This makes things easier for mum 
and dad, but also for granny and grand-
pa. While we build our child seats, they 
are always designed with the entire 
family in mind. 

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
Whether nipping to football training 
or off on a big holiday: the integrated 
protectors offer maximum protection 
on every journey. In the event of a 
side collision, they absorb the force 
that would act upon the child. This 
way, children and parents can travel 
reassured. 

Patented HERO safety system
With the patented HERO safety system, your child can 
be simply and quickly strapped in. The unique HERO 
safety system combines shoulder pads, shoulder straps 
and headrest into a single unit and thus stops the harness 
from slipping and twisting. This saves time and worry 
during your everyday routine and above all increases 
safety on every trip. 

Seat angle adjustment 
The sitting area in the child seat can 
be adjusted to the resting position 
for small children within group 1. So 
your child can enjoy the highest 
levels of comfort, sitting or sleeping. 

58 cm 50 cm

6
3 

 –
  7

1 
cm

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 
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PLATZHALTER

MONZA NOVA IS GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

Dad‘s passion used to be for speed. Now he is a father, safety is his foremost concern. 
Above all, his son wants to enjoy the highest level of comfort and listen to his favourite 
radio show when driving. Our Monza Nova IS combines the demands of parents with 
the wishes of children. Integrated loudspeaker and an audio connection ensure the best 
level of entertainment. While small children are secured using the impact shield, older 
travellers are strapped in using the vehicle‘s seat belt. Greater driving enjoyment is 
only possible at Formula One or the funfair. The ADAC and Stiftung Warentest are also 
convinced of this and gave the multifaceted protector a test score of 2.0. 

Child seat that grows with them
One child seat for the whole childhood? The height-
adjustable headrest makes this possible. In this way,  
the child seat can be perfectly adjusted to the height  
of your child and automatically grows with them from 
nine months to twelve years. 

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors
Simply fasten the child seat into 
the car using integrated Seatfix 
connectors

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Universal installation
Can be installed in cars without 

ISOFIX simply and quickly  
using the vehicle‘s seat belt

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Reinforced armrests
Offer more protection in the  

hip area and enable comfortable 
sitting for older children 

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

Sound System
Integrated loudspeaker in the head area of the child  
seat, an audio connection and a device pouch enable  
little travellers to enjoy the finest in entertainment,  
without mum and dad having to listen to the child‘s  
radio play or favourite song in the front of the vehicle. 
In this way, the kids can lean back and relax and  
their heads remain protected by the headrest. 

MONZA NOVA IS
The multifaceted protector.
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MONZA NOVA IS

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight: 7.7 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Impact shield
For the little children within group 1, the child seat is 
used with the impact shield and secured with the 
vehicle‘s seat belt. The impact shield encircles the child, 
distributes and absorbs the energy from a collision over 
its entire surface – comparable to the function of an 
airbag. Thus, the child‘s sensitive neck, head and chest 
area are protected. Older children (gr. 2/3) are strapped  
in with the vehicle‘s seat belt. For maximum comfort  
and a secure journey over every kilometre.

Air ventilation system
Fresh air keeps everyone happy. 
That‘s why the passive air ventilation 
system ensures continuous air circu-
lation. A greater level of comfort and 
well-being is impossible. Whether 
they are on a quick journey to see 
granny or with the whole family on 
holiday for the summer – the little 
explorers are kept in the best mood. 
Regardless of how long the journey is. 

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
Whether nipping to football training 
or off on a big holiday: the integrated 
protectors offer maximum protection 
on every journey. In the event of  
a side collision, they absorb the 
force that would act upon the child. 
This way, children and parents can 
travel reassured. 

Core Performance Black
00088008240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088008190050

Core Carbon Black
00088008170050

Core Power Berry
00088008220050

Prime Sky Blue
00088008320050

Prime Mat Black
00088008300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088008310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088008330050

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Air Mesh Cover 
00088035350000

56 cm 45 – 54 cm

67
  –

  8
6 

cm

Integrated head cushion
The integrated head cushion positi-
oned at head height supports well-
being and safety on every journey. 
Especially when sleeping, little and 
bigger adventurers benefit from 
significantly more comfort. The 
cushion is fully adjustable and can 
be individually adapted to your child.

GR. 1 / 2 / 3   |   9 MONTHS – 12 YEARS   |   9 – 36 KG

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 
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MAKO ELITE 100 – 150 CM   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS

Even as your child gets bigger, the desire for maximum safety 
remains. With the child seat Mako Elite, your child aged from 
approx. 3.5 to 12 years is secure and protected on every journey. 
Smart openings on the outer shell of the child seat ensure  
optimal air circulation. The integrated Sound System provides 
the finest entertainment for young travellers. Whether going  
to the football or city with either mum or dad, with this level  
of entertainment, every journey is fun.

MAKO ELITE
The entertaining bodyguard. 
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MAKO ELITE 100 – 150 CM   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS   

ISOFIX connectors
Quick and secure placement  
and optimal stabilisation of  
the child seat in the vehicle 

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours  
of your vehicle‘s seats

Extendable legrest
Can be adapted to your 
 child‘s size and provide 

 optimal support 

Air ventilation system
Fresh air keeps everyone happy. This is ensured by 
openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts in the seat 
cover, which allow for continuous air circulation.  
A greater level of comfort and well-being is impossible. 
Whether they are on a quick journey to see granny or 
with the whole family on holiday for the summer – this 
way the little explorers are kept in the best mood. 
Regardless of how long the journey is.

Sound System
Integrated loudspeaker in the head area of the child  
seat and an audio connection enable little travellers  
to enjoy the finest in entertainment, without mum and 
dad having to listen to the child‘s radio play or favourite 
song in the front of the vehicle. In this way, the kids  
can lean back and relax and their heads remain protected 
by the headrest. 

i-Size
With i-Size, the child seat fulfils the stringent safety 
standards in accordance with UN R129. These high 
requirements on side impact protection are not only 
met, they are exceeded. Parents benefit from simple 
and secure installation thanks to ISOFIX connectors. The 
child seat is compatible with all vehicle seats bearing 
the i-Size logo and virtually all other seating with ISOFIX 
connectors. Children travel safely and parents enjoy 
complete flexibility.

Advanced Side Protection (ASP)
The detachable protectors can be affixed quickly and 
simply to the child seat. In the event of a side collision, 
the energy absorbers reduce the force that would act 
upon the child. As such, they offer maximum protection. 
To this end, we recommend always installing the  
protectors on the door side to offer the best possible 
protection. In any car. 

Height-adjustable headrest
As they are still growing, an ergonomic posture is  
essential for children. The height-adjustable backrest 
with integrated headrest allows for maximum seating 
comfort, supports healthy posture and, thanks to  
the optimised harness guide, increases safety on  
every journey.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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MAKO ELITE 100 – 150 CM   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS 

Select Night Black
00088045400050

Select Pacific Blue
00088045420050

Select Teal Green
00088045410050

Select Garnet Red
00088045430050

Prime Sky Blue
00088045320050

Prime Mat Black
00088045300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088045310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088045330050

44 cm 47  –  53 cm

6
0.

5 
– 

8
0.

5 
cm

Smart Protection Wings
Padded wings at shoulder height automatically adjust to 
the height of the child and ensure that the little adventur-
ers are kept even safer and more comfortable in the child 
seat. And the best thing: the Smart Protection Wings 
grow with the child thanks to the adjustable backrest – 
up to 12 years or a height of 150 cm.

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

Summer Cover 
00088244350070

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Standard:

Child seat in the UN R129/02 category “i-Size” for  

children between 100 to 135 cm in height 

Child seat in the UN R129/02 category “vehicle specific” 

for children between 135 to 150 cm in height

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 47  –  53 / 60.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight: 7.2 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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MAKO 100 – 150 CM   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS 

Core Performance Black
00088044240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088044190050

Core Carbon Black
00088044170050

Core Power Berry
00088044220050

All short and long journeys will be better from now on. The special seating foam  
in the Mako child seat perfectly adjusts to the body shape of your child and provides  
ergonomic support. With this level of seating comfort, the little explorer won‘t even 
want to get out for ice cream. And they don‘t have to, the cover is machine washable. 
Only princesses and racing drivers travel in such comfort. 

Height-adjustable 
headrest

Offers simple, individual  
adjustment for the growing  

child and facilitates an  
ergonomic sitting position

i-Size
Tested and approved

in accordance with UN R129
for maximum safety

Seating foam 
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort 

Standard:

Child seat in the UN R129/02 category “i-Size” for  

children between 100 to 135 cm in height 

Child seat in the UN R129/02 category “vehicle specific” 

for children between 135 to 150 cm in height

External dimensions (W / D / H): 44 / 47 / 60.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight: 7 kg

44 cm 47 cm

6
0.

5 
 –

  8
0.

5 
cm

Advanced Side  
Protection (ASP)
Protective side wings with  
integrated ASP system  
absorb the force in the  
event of a side collision

ISOFIX connectors 
Quick and secure placement  
and optimal stabilisation of  
the child seat in the vehicle

Shoulder protectors
Provide support and ensure  
maximum safety in the event  
of a side collision 

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours  
of your vehicle‘s seats

Summer Cover
00088244350070

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

MAKO
The comfortable travel mate.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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GR. 2 / 3   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS  |   15 – 36 KGMONZA NOVA 2 SF

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight: 6.8 kg

Even the smallest of travellers already have their own taste in music – sure. As such, 
the Monza Nova 2 SF has something very special to offer: an integrated Sound System 
with loudspeaker and audio connection. ADAC and Stiftung Warentest gave the secure 
entertainer a test score of 1.8. Here the little ones can listen to their favourite song.

Air Mesh Cover 
00088035350000

Core Performance Black
00088010240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088010190050

Core Carbon Black
00088010170050

Core Power Berry
00088010220050

Prime Sky Blue
00088010320050

Prime Mat Black
00088010300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088010310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088010330050

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system 

makes sitting throughout long 
journeys particularly pleasant 

Height-adjustable  
headrest

Ergonomic seating position  
from approx. 3.5 to 12 years  
thanks to height-adjustable  

headrest with 11 settings

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Sound System
Integrated loudspeaker, audio 
connection and device pouch  

for the finest entertainment 

Reinforced armrests
Offer more protection in the  

hip area and enable comfortable 
sitting for older children 

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using integrated  
Seatfix connectors

Universal installation 
Can be installed in cars without 
ISOFIX simply and quickly  
using the vehicle‘s seat belt

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Advanced Side  
Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb  
the energy in the event of a  
side collision

Integrated head cushion
Fully adjustable cushion for the 
highest comfort when sleeping, too 

56 cm 45 – 54 cm

67
 –

 8
6 

cm

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

MONZA NOVA 2 SF
The secure entertainer. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 
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MONZA NOVA EVO SF GR. 2 / 3   |   3.5 – 12 YEARS   |   15 – 36 KG

Standard: UN R44/04

External dimensions (W / D / H): 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight: 6.1 kg

Core Performance Black
00088012240050

Core Xenon Blue
00088012190050

Core Carbon Black
00088012170050

Core Power Berry
00088012220050

Whether short or long journeys, in our Monza Nova Evo SF little co-pilots always feel 
at ease. This is made possible by the passive air ventilation system. And mum can 
breathe easy too thanks to our revised safety concept. ADAC and Stiftung Warentest 
approved of this and gave our refreshing all-rounder a 2.0 rating.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Reinforced armrests 
Offer more protection in the  

hip area and enable comfortable 
sitting for older children 

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system 

makes sitting throughout long 
journeys particularly pleasant 

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Height-adjustable  
headrest

Ergonomic seating position  
from approx. 3.5 to 12 years  
thanks to height-adjustable  

headrest with 11 settings Advanced Side  
Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb  
the energy in the event of 
a side collision

Universal installation 
Can be installed in cars without 
ISOFIX simply and quickly  
using the vehicle‘s seat belt

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors 
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using integrated  
Seatfix connectors

56 cm 45 – 54 cm

67
 –

 8
6 

cm

Air Mesh Cover 
00088035350000

Car Seat Protector
00088022330070

MONZA NOVA EVO SF
The refreshing all-rounder.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
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Individually mobile – anywhere, on any path. RECARO’s products make it possible. Our 
strollers Sadena and Celona can adapt to your family’s needs. With the 4-in-1 Travel 
System consisting of the Sadena/Celona Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light Cot and RECARO 
infant carriers your family will have the right partner for every situation – whether you’re 
on a long journey of discovery or just enjoying a leisurely stroll through town.

SADENA / CELONAMAKE YOUR CHOICE

Practical functionality and modern design – RECARO’s 
products combine both. Put together the right stroller 
to suit your tastes and your family’s individual needs. 
The strollers Sadena and Celona consist of individual, 
combinable units. This means you can choose the frames 
according to your personal preferences and then combine 
them with the the Sadena/Celona Seat Unit,  

Carry Cot, Light Cot or RECARO infant carriers. The 
stroller’s colours are also entirely up to you: a classic, 
black frame with a seat unit in Select Teal Green? Or 
perhaps a silver frame with a carry cot in one of the 
Prime colours? No problem. Combine the individual units 
the way you and your loved ones like best.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE MODULARITY – FREELY CONFIGURABLE

SEAT UNIT
Birth – 4 years

SADENA CELONA

CARRY COT
Birth – 6 months

AVAN
Birth – 15 months

SEAT UNIT + LIGHT COT
Birth - 4 years
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SADENA

+ Thanks to compact dimensions, 
easy to manoeuvre and super agile

+ Due to its narrow wheelbase, the Sadena 
is practically made for public transport 

+ Ideal for the urban environment thanks to its 
lightweight and compact folding dimensions

+ High-quality frame and first-class chassis 
provide maximum comfort on all journeys

CELONA

+ High level of comfort due to its large, 
spring-mounted wheels

+ The large shopping basket offers enough 
space for baby bottles, nappies and much more

+ Due to its high sitting position, the Celona 
is the ideal replacement for a high chair

+ Particularly ergonomic for all body sizes thanks 
to the wide adjustment range of the handle

MAKE YOUR CHOICE

YOU HAVE THE CHOICE – CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE

SADENA / CELONA SEAT UNIT

5-point harness
With additional shoulder

and crotch pads - soft material
for extra comfort

XXL sun canopy
The extra large extendable sun
canopy with UPF 50 is like a 
cocoon, protects against outside
disturbances and thus creates
an island of calm

Viewing window  
in sun canopy
Net ensures optimal air circulation
and parents always have
the child in sight

Memory buttons
Enables one-handed removal
of the seat unit

Ergonomic resting 
from birth
Fully adjustable, one-handed
backrest and legrest for a flat
and ergonomic position

Air ventilation system 
Smart openings in the outer shell 
and mesh inserts in the seat cover 
allow for continuous air circulation

Flexible seat
Can be installed in the stroller

facing towards and away
from the direction of travel

Ergonomic headrest
Extra padding in the head area 
offers additional comfort and 
prevents the sensitive head slipping 
to one side during sleep

Smart harness system
Strapping in your child is made 

easier thanks to the harness buckle 
and shoulder straps, which jump 
forward and stay open when the 

child is removed

Patented HERO 
safety system

A single unit compromising
shoulder pads, shoulder straps and

headrest prevents the harness 
from twisting and slipping

Bumper bar
Can be turned to one side and 

opened on both sides to aid placing 
the child in the buggy

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 

integrated harness
Offers simple, individual and

simultaneous adjustment
of headrest and harness for

the growing child with just one hand

Foam seat padding
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 
body shape and provides
the highest level of comfort

Additional accessory
The included rain cover with

reflectors and opening window
is a perfect fit with the seat unit

SADENA / CELONA SEAT UNIT
Extra comfort. 

No matter which stroller you choose, RECARO has the perfect Sadena/Celona Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light Cot or 
RECARO infant carrier. Right from day one.

With a comfortable seat unit, it’s up to you: your little one can either sit facing you or – if there’s a lot to discover – 
keep track of everything facing forward. It’s also possible to lay the seat completely flat – to let the really little ones 
relax, or just for a bit of a nap. The matching carry cot is perfect for your newborn. So that your baby can gently drift 
to sleep. You can also choose the light cot which can be easily attached to the seat unit. The newborn is protected 
like in a cocoon, the older ones enjoy a cosy footmuff. The adapter required to combine the strollers with the 
RECARO infant carriers are included. Your mobility knows no limits. 

ENJOY YOUR FAMILY OUTING 
Together with your perfect companion.
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SADENA / CELONA CARRY COT SADENA / CELONA LIGHT COT

Spacious soft foam 
mattress with bamboo 
fibre cover 
Soft, comfortable and
ergonomic resting

Dirt-repellent coating in 
foot area
Wipeable material allows easy 
cleaning despite dirty child’s shoes

Large extendable 
 sun canopy

Sun canopy and visor with UPF 50 
provide protection from sun, wind 

and bad weather

2-in-1 travel solution
Up to max. 6 months as a
lightweight newborn cot,

later as a cosy footmuff

Viewing window 
in sun canopy
Net ensures optimal air 
circulation and parents always 
have the child in sight

Cocoon protection 
Water-repellent outer material and 
cosy inner fabric beat wind, cold 
and rain 

Memory buttons
Enables one-handed attaching and 

removal of the carry cot without 
using additional adapter

Spacious mattress with 
bamboo fibre cover 

Soft, comfortable and
ergonomic resting

Panoramic view 
For an unobstructed view 
and optimal air circulation 
in the carry cot

Matching design
Colors, accent and overall
appearance are perfectly aligned
with all Sadena and Celona
products

Growing footmuff
Size can be extended
for larger children

Matching design
Colors, accents and overall 
appearance are perfectly aligned 
with all the Sadena and Celona 
products

From the first day
Can be used up to a 
weight of max. 9 kg

Additional accessory
The included rain cover with

reflectors and opening window
is a perfect fit with the carry cot 

Integrated carry handle
Ergonomic handle for 

balanced carrying

Wind cover
Additional protection for cold days 

while zipper allows simple opening 
for easy entry

Foldable with 
the stroller

Due to it’s weight and special 
fabric, no need to remove the 

light cot

Easy attachment 
and removal 

Openings for 5-point harness 
and elastic straps ensure simple 

handling

SADENA / CELONA CARRY COT
Comfort and protection right from the start.

SADENA / CELONA LIGHT COT
More than a footmuff.
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ALL COLOURS AT A GLANCE
Find your favourite ones.

SADENA / CELONA

Black
00089160500050

Silver
00089160510050

SADENA

Select Night Black
00089170400020

Prime Mat Black
00089170300020

Select Pacific Blue
00089170420020

Prime Sky Blue
00089170320020

Select Teal Green
00089170410020

Prime Silent Grey
00089170310020

Select Garnet Red
00089170430020 

Prime Pale Rose
00089170330020

SADENA / CELONA SEAT UNIT

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

Select Night Black
00089180400020 

Select Night Black
00089200400070

Prime Mat Black
00089180300020 

Prime Mat Black
00089200300070

Select Pacific Blue
00089180420020 

Select Pacific Blue
00089200420070

Prime Sky Blue
00089180320020 

Prime Sky Blue
00089200320070

Select Teal Green
00089180410020 

Select Teal Green
00089200410070

Prime Silent Grey
00089180310020 

Prime Silent Grey
00089200310070

Select Garnet Red
00089180430020 

Select Garnet Red
00089200430070

Prime Pale Rose
00089180330020 

Prime Pale Rose
00089200330070

SADENA / CELONA CARRY COT

SADENA / CELONA LIGHT COT

Black
00089150500050

Silver
00089150510050

CELONA
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SADENA

With a child, even the smallest journeys become a big experience. Our  
modular system with the stroller Sadena is the perfect companion – whether 
you‘re at the airport or in the city. As one of the slimmest strollers of its  
kind, with a width of just 54 cm, the Sadena impresses with its agility and  
is well-suited for use in an urban setting. Even when folded it can‘t be  
beaten on performance, with just one hand it can easily be reduced down  
to a small, compact form and stowed away.

SADENA
The agile leisure companion.
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Reflectors
Improved visibility for 

more safety in the 
metropolitan jungle in  

low light conditions

Full suspension
Highly comfortable chassis 
ensures extremely smooth  
gliding across any surface 

Light wheels
The four smooth running  
wheels are ideal for use  
in an urban environment

Adjustable handle
Can be ergonomically 

adjusted to any body  
size with three settings

Large shopping 
basket

Easily accessible large 
shopping basket  

with up to 5 kg capacity

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated 
will all types of shoes 
or barefoot

Additional accessories
With the adapter supplied 
with the product, you can  
transform the Sadena and  
the RECARO infant carriers  
into a Travel System

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks 
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more 

compact folded form

One-handed folding mechanism
The stroller Sadena can be simply and quickly folded 
away with just one hand. The stroller can be folded with 
the seat unit facing forwards or rear-facing. Self-standing 
and with the most compact size possible when folded, 
it takes up very little space in the boot. The integrated 
carry handle is coated with faux leather, which makes 
carrying, loading and stowing away the stroller easier. 
Your ideal companion on the go.

Ergonomic resting from birth
To ensure that your baby can comfortably have a  
little nap on every trip, the backrest and legrest can  
be adjusted to an ergonomic reclining position with 
just one hand – incredibly practical. This way, mum 
and dad stay comfortable, too.

One of the slimmest of its kind 
Thanks to its narrow wheelbase, the Sadena manages 
even the narrowest passages in the city with ease.  
Whether entering the metro or a small boutique – no 
path is too narrow. For the urban environment in  
particular, with the Sadena you have made exactly 
the right choice. 

SADENA MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

54 cm

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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SADENA MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

Height-adjustable headrest  
with integrated harness 
With just one hand the headrest and the harness can 
be adjusted simultaneous. The simple and individual 
adjustment allows always the perfect position to 
the child’s size and supports the healthy posture. 
Ergonomically padding in the head area offers additional 
comfort and prevents the sensitive head slipping to one 
side while the child sleeps. Additional shoulder  
and crotch pads complete the extra comfort  
within the seat unit.

4-in-1 Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while longer: our 4-in-1 
Travel System comprising of Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light 
Cot and RECARO infant carriers allows you stress-free 
mobility in all everyday situations. One frame – four 
possibilities. The included RECARO car seat adapter 
enable quick changing from car to stroller at any time.

54 cm 87 cm

9
0 

 –
  1

0
9 

cmStandard: EN 1888

External dimensions (W / D / H): 54 / 87 /  90 - 109 cm

External dimensions folded (W / D / H): 54 / 35 / 66 cm

Weight: 11 kg

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Simple operation
As a parent, you really need three or more hands.  
That‘s why our Sadena doesn‘t just feature one- 
handed pushing and steering, many other functions  
can be carried with just one hand, too.

Diaper Backpack
Select Night Black
00089270420070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Diaper Backpack
Prime Silent Grey
00089270430070

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Seat Unit Insect Net
00089270290070

Kid Board
00089270410070

Carry Cot Insect Net
00089280290070

MODULARITY – FREELY CONFIGURABLE
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CELONA

Go on a tour of discovery with the whole family. With our stroller Celona you and your 
child can go off and conquer the world as soon as they are born. Our modular system 
with the stroller Celona is the perfect everyday companion. The system, comprising of 
the seat unit, carry cot, light cot and infant carrier, is not only practical, but also en-
sures the safety of your child in any situation. Very comfortable and easy – even over 
rough terrain. The large rear wheels and outstanding suspension ensure that every trip 
is as comfortable as possible, whether travelling over rough or smooth ground.  
The ergonomic resting area, together with the integrated headrest, which stabilises 
the sensitive head and provides additional comfort, make things so comfortable for 
the little adventurers that they can happily sleep when on the go.

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

CELONA
The comfortable adventure mate.
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CELONA MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

Detachable wheels
For an even more 
compact folded form

Additional accessories
With the adapter supplied with  
the product, you can transform  
the Celona and the RECARO infant 
carriers into a Travel System

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated 
will all types of shoes 
or barefoot

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Reflectors
Improved visibility for more safety 

in the metropolitan jungle in  
low light conditions

Height-adjustable 
handle

Can be ergonomically 
adjusted to any body size 

Extra large 
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra 
large shopping basket 

with up to 5 kg capacity

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

4-in-1 Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while longer: our 4-in-1 
Travel System comprising of Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light 
Cot and RECARO infant carriers allows you stress-free 
mobility in all everyday situations. One frame – four 
possibilities. The included RECARO car seat adapter 
enable quick changing from car to stroller at any time.

Height-adjustable headrest 
with integrated harness
With just one hand the headrest and the harness can 
be adjusted simultaneous. The simple and individual 
adjustment allows always the perfect position to 
the child’s size and supports the healthy posture. 
Ergonomically padding in the head area offers additional 
comfort and prevents the sensitive head slipping to one 
side while the child sleeps. Additional shoulder  
and crotch pads complete the extra comfort within  
the seat unit.

Ergonomic resting from birth
To ensure that your baby can lie back comfortably on 
every trip, the backrest and legrest can be adjusted to 
an ergonomic reclining position with just one hand –  
incredibly practical. This way, mum and dad stay  
comfortable, too.

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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CELONA MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

One-handed folding mechanism
The stroller Celona can be simply and quickly folded 
away with just one hand. The stroller can be folded with 
the seat unit facing forwards or rear-facing. Self-standing 
and with the most compact size possible when folded, 
it takes up very little space in the boot. The integrated 
carry handle is coated with faux leather, which makes 
carrying, loading and stowing away the stroller easier. 
Your ideal companion on the go.

57 cm 79 cm

9
3 

- 1
10

 c
m

Full suspension
The four-wheel suspension and the highly comfortable 
chassis compensate for uneven surfaces. This means 
the Celona can glide incredibly smoothly across any  
terrain. Only flying is smoother. 

Standard: EN 1888

External dimensions (W / D / H): 57 / 79 / 93 - 110 cm

External dimensions folded (W / D / H): 57 / 30 / 65 cm

Weight: 12.5 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Sitting position at table height 
After all, there is nothing more exciting than watching 
the adults. With a sitting height of 50 cm, in our  
Celona your baby can follow the events at the table  
or comfortably be fed by mum or dad. For the highest 
comfort and most valuable experiences. 

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Diaper Backpack
Select Night Black
00089270420070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Diaper Backpack
Prime Silent Grey
00089270430070

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Seat Unit Insect Net
00089270290070

Kid Board
00089270410070

Carry Cot Insect Net
00089280290070

MODULARITY – FREELY CONFIGURABLE
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CITYLIFE 6 MONTHS – 3.5 YEARS   |   MAX. 15 KG

Caution, on your next museum visit, our Citylife could well steal the show from one  
artwork or another. Because with the totally adjustable backrest and legrest, it provides  
little museum visitors with a particularly flat and ergonomic reclining position. Mum can 
also relax after the visit: with the one-handed folding mechanism the Citylife can be  
folded into a compact form and stowed in the boot with just one hand in no time at all. 
And it still looks sleek: in 2017 it won the German Design Award. A real work of art. 

One-handed folding mechanism
The stroller Citylife can be simply and quickly folded 
away with just one hand. Self-standing and with the  
most compact size possible when folded, it takes up 
very little space in the boot. Your ideal companion  
on the go. 

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree  

swivelling wheels

5-point harness system
With additional pads on  

the shoulder straps –  
soft for extra comfort

Wipeable foot area 
Simple and convenient  

cleaning after every trip

Additional accessories
Rain cover, cup holder  

and bumper bar included

Flip-flop brakes 
Brakes can be operated will  
all types of shoes or barefoot

Detachable wheels
For an even more  
compact folded form 

Adjustable handle
Can be ergonomically  
adjusted to any body  
size with three settings

Full suspension
Allows for particularly smooth 
gliding and the best travel  
comfort across uneven surfaces

CITYLIFE
The ergonomic everyday companion.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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CITYLIFE

Standard: EN 1888

External dimensions (W / D / H): 57 / 90 / 92 cm

External dimensions folded (W / D / H): 57 / 70 / 30 cm

Weight: 10 kg

Extra large sun canopy
The extra large sun canopy with 
extendable sun visor and UPF 50 
offers comfortable protection from 
sun, wind and bad weather. No  
matter the time of year, nothing can 
get in the way of a family excursion.

Extra large shopping basket
With the extra large shopping basket, 
you are prepared for everything. 
Easy accessibility and ergonomic 
handling provide you with the highest 
comfort. The shopping basket is 
optimally protected underneath your 
child and provides plenty of space.

Black
00088005160050
00088006160050 (CC)

Sunshine
00088005120050
00088006120050 (CC)

Graphite
00088005040050
00088006040050 (CC)

Saphir
00088005080050
00088006080050 (CC)

Lime
00088005140050
00088006140050 (CC)

Ruby
00088005130050
00088006130050 (CC)

Pink
00088005070050
00088006070050 (CC)

Changing Bag
00088028040070

Parasol
00088030310070

Footmuff Vario
00088029010070

Citylife Adapter
00088030320070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Rain Cover
00088030010070

Carry Cot Rain Cover
00088031010070

3-in-1 Travel System
Our 3-in-1 Travel System, comprising of the seat unit, 
infant carrier and carry cot, allows you stress-free 
mobility in all everyday situations. One frame – three 
possibilities. The adapter matching the carry cot  
and the RECARO infant carriers enable quick changing 
from car to stroller at any time.

Adjustable backrest and legrest
Watch mum and dad while shopping or better to have a 
rest? The fully adjustable backrest, combined with the 
padding and adjustable legrest, allows for a comfortable 
resting position. A good mood for all included.

Insect Net
00088030290070 57 cm 90 cm

92
 c

m

Puncture-proof wheels
Four foam-filled wheels bring you 
safely across all terrain, with no 
need for maintenance. With good 
shock absorption and a high level  
of travel comfort, you can skilfully  
master every high street and park 
path – and look very good doing it. 

6 MONTHS – 3.5 YEARS   |   MAX. 15 KG

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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EASYLIFE ELITE 2 MAX. 3 YEARS   |   MAX. 15 KG

Off to meet a friend in the café after a walk in the park? No problem with the Easylife 
Elite 2. The fully adjustable backrest and legrest provide babies with a comfortable  
reclining position from the very beginning. No need to hurry, if necessary the little one 
can simply have a nap. And when it‘s time to go home, mum benefits from the  
one-handed folding mechanism. Because the Easylife Elite 2 can be folded away into  
a compact form in an instant. 

One-handed folding mechanism
The buggy Easylife Elite 2 can be simply and quickly  
folded away with just one hand. Self-standing and with 
the most compact size possible when folded, it takes  
up very little space in the boot. Your ideal companion  
on the go. 

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 

Viewing window  
in sun canopy

Net ensures optimal air  
circulation and parents always  

have the child in sight

Bumper bar
Can be turned to one side and 

opened on both sides to aid  
placing the child in the buggy

Foot step
Little children use it to help  
them climb into the buggy,  

bigger children lay their feet  
comfortably on top

Detachable wheels
For an even more  

compact folded form 

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks 
 to lockable 360 degree  

swivelling wheels

Additional accessory
The included rain cover is a perfect 

fit with the buggy

Reflectors
Improved visibility for more  

safety in the metropolitan  
jungle in low light conditions

Universal handle
For greater agility the buggy  
can be pushed and steered  
through the city one-handed

5-point harness system
With additional shoulder and  
crotch pads – soft material for  
extra comfort

Extra large  
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra  
large shopping basket  
with up to 5 kg capacity

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Flip-flop brakes 
Brakes can be operated will  
all types of shoes or barefoot

Full suspension
Allows for particularly smooth 
gliding and the best travel  
comfort across uneven surfaces

EASYLIFE ELITE 2
The charming city friend. 
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EASYLIFE ELITE 2

Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while 
longer: a quick change from car  
to buggy for the RECARO infant 
carriers is possible thanks to special 
adapter – this flexibility allows you 
stress-free mobility in everyday 
situations.

Comfort inlay
So that every journey your baby 
takes is as pleasant as possible,  
the buggy Easylife Elite 2 has an  
extra soft comfort inlay. This way, 
the little ones can relax and nap  
in comfort on any journey.

Air ventilation system
On warm days, your baby will bene-
fit from the airy mesh inserts. These 
allow fresh air to reach their skin,  
are breathable and prevent your child 
from becoming too hot. This way, 
the little passengers feel completely 
and consistently at ease. 

Extra large sun canopy
The extra large sun canopy with extendable sun visor and 
UPF 50 offers comfortable protection from sun, wind  
and bad weather. No matter the time of year, nothing can 
get in the way of a family excursion.

Ergonomic sitting and reclining 
The adjustable backrest and legrest make the journey 
more comfortable for your child. You can set up a flat 
reclining position for your newborn or various sitting 
positions for your older child. Whether your little one is 
sleeping deeply or sitting up, wide awake and exploring 
the world, they are very comfortable.

Changing Bag
00088028040070

Parasol
00088030310070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Footmuff Vario
00088029010070

Easylife Adapter
00089210320070

MAX. 3 YEARS   |   MAX. 15 KG

Insect Net
00089210290070

Cup Holder
00088027310070

Travelbag
00088027300070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Select Night Black
00089110400020

Select Pacific Blue
00089110420020

Select Teal Green
00089110410020

Select Garnet Red
00089110430020

Prime Sky Blue
00089110320020

Prime Mat Black
00089110300020

Prime Silent Grey
00089110310020

Prime Pale Rose
00089110330020

49 cm 69 cm

10
5 

cm

Standard: EN 1888

External dimensions (W / D / H): 49 / 69 / 105 cm

External dimensions folded (W / D / H): 49 / 26 / 59 cm

Weight: 6.4 kg

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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EASYLIFE 2 6 MONTHS – 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

With a small child, every day is an adventure. How fortunate that the Easylife 2  
provides optimal support for modern families in their everyday lives. At six kilograms, 
the agile buggy is truly lightweight. It offers babies the comfort of a buggy from six 
months. It also makes life easy for parents: with the one-handed folding mechanism, 
the Easylife 2 can be folded away into the smallest of spaces. This way, it will fit in  
any boot – with space left for the shopping.

One-handed folding mechanism
The Easylife 2 can be simply and quickly folded away 
with just one hand. Self-standing and with the most 
compact size possible when folded, it takes up very  
little space in the boot. Your ideal companion on the go. 

Foot rest
Little children use it to help  
them climb into the buggy, 

bigger children lay their feet 
comfortably on top

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 

wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 

asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Extra large sun canopy
Sun canopy with UPF 50  

provides protection from sun, 
wind and bad weather

Swivelling 
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree  

swivelling wheels

5-point harness system
With additional shoulder pads –  
soft material for extra comfort

Flip-flop brakes 
Brakes can be operated will  
all types of shoes or barefoot

Extra large  
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra  
large shopping basket  
with up to 5 kg capacity

Universal handle 
For greater agility, the buggy  
can be pushed and steered  
through the city one-handed

Detachable wheels
For an even more  
compact folded form 

Ultra lightweight
At just 6 kg, the buggy Easylife 2 is ultra light and thus  
a featherweight of this type. This is noticeable during  
daily loading and unloading, when going over steps or 
barriers and of course when wandering around the  
inner city during the day. 

EASYLIFE 2
The flexible scout.

SAFETY FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY 
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EASYLIFE 2 6 MONTHS – 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

Bumper Bar
00089210280070

Insect Net
00089210290070

Cup Holder
00088027310070

Travelbag
00088027300070

Select Night Black
00089120400020

Select Pacific Blue
00089120420020

Select Teal Green
00089120410020

Select Garnet Red
00089120430020

49 cm 69 cm

10
5 

cm

Standard: EN 1888

External dimensions (W / D / H): 49 / 69 / 105 cm

External dimensions folded (W / D / H): 49 / 26 / 59 cm

Weight: 6 kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

NEW FAVOURITE COLOURS 

Adjustable backrest 
Watch mum and dad while shopping 
or better to have a rest? The fully 
adjustable backrest, combined with 
the padding and the integrated 
legrest, allows for a comfortable  
resting position. A good mood for  
all included. 

Air ventilation system
On warm days, your baby will benefit 
from the airy mesh inserts. These 
allow fresh air to reach their skin, are 
breathable and prevent your child 
from becoming too hot. This way, the  
little passengers feel completely  
and consistently at ease.

Travel System
Psst, just let the baby sleep a while 
longer: a quick change from car  
to buggy for the RECARO infant 
carriers is possible thanks to special 
adapter – this flexibility allows  
you stress-free mobility in everyday 
situations.

Full suspension
No matter which route you take, with full suspension on 
the front and rear wheels, the Easylife 2 glides over any 
uneven terrain. This makes things easier for parents and 
more pleasant for the little passengers, so that they can 
enjoy every trip. 

Changing Bag
00088028040070

Parasol
00088030310070

Footmuff Vario
00088029010070

Easylife Adapter
00089210320070

Rain Cover 
00089210010070

Our rain cover for the Easylife familiy will keep  
your child safe and dry. It is easy to mount and  
comes off in no time. The transparent material  
allows eye contact at any time.

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Hand Gloves
00089210350070
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PRODUCT DETAILS PRODUCT DETAILS

AVAN KIO SALIA ELITE

Standard UN R129/03 (i-Size) UN R129/03 (i-Size) UN R129/00 (i-Size)

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

44 / 66 / 59 cm 44 / 46 / 59  –  65 cm 44 / 63  –  68 / 61  –  69 cm

Weight 4.1 kg 7.8 kg 18 kg (with infant carrier)

Backrest (W / H) 21 / 37  –  48 cm 31 / 42  –  51 cm 30 / 48  –  57 cm

Shoulder width 27 cm 32.5 cm 31 cm

Seating area (W / D) 23 / 23 cm 30 / 30.5 cm 30 / 26 cm

Scope of delivery / / ISOFIX guides

SALIA TIAN ELITE TIAN

Standard UN R129/00 (i-Size) UN R44/04 UN R44/04

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

44 / 63  –  68 / 61  –  69 cm 44 / 47  –  53 / 56.5  –  80.5 cm 44 / 47 / 56.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight 15 kg 8.6 kg 8.4 kg

Backrest (W / H) 30 / 48  –  57 cm 30 / 51  –  75 cm 30 / 51  –  75 cm

Shoulder width 31 cm 28  –  31 cm 28  –  30 cm

Seating area (W / D) 30 / 26 cm 30 / 31  –  37 cm 30 / 31 cm

Scope of delivery ISOFIX guides Detachable protectors (ASP) 

ISOFIX guides

ISOFIX guides

PRODUCT DETAILS
We have the right product for your family.
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YOUNG SPORT HERO MONZA NOVA IS

Standard UN R44/04 UN R44/04

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

58 / 50 / 63  –  71 cm 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight 8 kg 7.7 kg

Backrest (W / H) 29 / 51  –  60 cm 33 / 51  –  60 cm

Shoulder width 35 cm 35 cm

Seating area (W / D) 30 / 29 cm 30 / 29 cm

Scope of delivery / ISOFIX guides

MAKO ELITE MAKO

Standard UN R129/02 (i-Size) UN R129/02 (i-Size)

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

44 / 47  –  53 / 60.5  – 80.5 cm 44 / 47 / 60.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight 7.2 kg 7 kg

Backrest (W / H) 30 / 55  –  75 cm 30 / 55  –  75 cm

Shoulder width 28  –  31 cm 28  –  30 cm

Seating area (W / D) 30 / 31  –  37 cm 30 / 31 cm

Scope of delivery Detachable protectors (ASP)  

ISOFIX guides

ISOFIX guides

PRODUCT DETAILS PRODUCT DETAILS

PRODUCT DETAILS
We have the right product for your family.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

SADENA (with Seat unit) CELONA (with Seat unit)

Standard EN 1888 EN 1888

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

54 / 87 / 90  –  109 cm 57 / 79 / 93  –  110 cm

External dimensions  

folded (W / D / H)

54 / 35 / 66 cm 57 / 30 / 65 cm

Weight 11 kg 12.5 kg

Backrest (W / H) 34 / 50 cm 34 / 50 cm

Shoulder width 34 cm 34 cm

Seating area (W / D) 28 / 25 cm 28 / 25 cm

Tyre diameter 18 cm 18 cm / 28 cm

Tyre width 2.8 cm 2.8 cm / 3.6 cm

Scope of delivery Car seat adapter

Rain Cover

Car seat adapter

Rain Cover

PRODUCT DETAILS

MONZA NOVA 2 SF MONZA NOVA EVO SF

Standard UN R44/04 UN R44/04

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm 56 / 45  –  54 / 67 –  86 cm

Weight 6.8 kg 6.1 kg

Backrest (W / H) 33 / 60  –  77 cm 33 / 60  –  77 cm

Shoulder width 36 cm 36 cm

Seating area (W / D) 26 / 32 cm 26 / 32 cm

Scope of delivery ISOFIX guides ISOFIX guides

PRODUCT DETAILS
We have the right product for your family.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

PRODUCT DETAILS
We have the right product for your family.

NOTES

CITYLIFE EASYLIFE ELITE 2 EASYLIFE 2

Standard EN 1888 EN 1888 EN 1888

External dimensions 

(W/D/H)

57 / 90 / 92 cm 49 / 69 / 105 cm 49 / 69 / 105 cm

External dimensions  

folded (W / D / H)

57 / 70 / 30 cm 49 / 26 / 59 cm 49 / 26 / 59 cm

Weight 10 kg 6,4 kg 6 kg

Backrest (W / H) 34 / 45 cm 29 / 42 cm 29 / 42 cm

Shoulder width 38 cm 29 cm 29 cm

Seating area (W / D) 25  /  35 cm 32 / 24 cm 32 / 21 cm

Tyre diameter 16 cm / 23 cm 15 cm 15 cm

Tyre width 3.5 cm / 4.2 cm 2.5 cm 2.5 cm

Scope of delivery Rain Cover

Cup Holder

Rain Cover

Bumper Bar

/
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NOTES
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RECARO Kids S.R.L.
Via Niccolò Tommaseo 68
35131 Padova (PD)
Italy
Phone: +39 (0) 245467-740
Mail: info@recaro-kids.com
Web: www.recaro-kids.com

We at RECARO are committed to minimising our  
environmental impact, which is why we support  
sustainable forestry and use 100% recycled paper to 
produce our catalogues – for the future of our little ones.


